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1 Introduction

The goal of the alignment procedure is to position the detector modules:
Close to the beam pipe wall: 0.3 mm
With respect to the LHC plane: perpendicular to the LHC plane, with tilt as the
LHC plane
With good relative position between the modules (follows from the condition
above)

The precision goals are discussed later in the text.
The installation procedure and position adjustment has been discussed in several
BGV meetings [1]. The components of the detector support system are (the same
nomenclature will be used throughout this text):

Detector plates, each holding 2 SciFi modules, see Fig. 1. The assembly shown
in Fig. 1 is referred to as 2-module Assembly (2MA)
Intermediate plates, see Fig. 2
Detector support frame, see Fig. 2

Figure 1: 3D views of one 2-module assembly (2MA), indicating the supporting
Detector plate.

A transverse view of one complete detector Station is shown in Fig. 3.

Later in this text are described the procedure and measurements foreseen in order to
achieve the module positioning goals.

The rotation angles slope, tilt and yaw, are defined in Fig. 4.

The essential steps and considerations are the following:
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Figure 2: 3D views showing the Intermediate plates (purple color) and the Detector
support frame which supports them.

Install and align the Intermediate plates
– Perpendicular to the LHC plane, with tilt as the LHC plane
– Performed in Jan 2015. Achieved positioning/orientation accuracy:
O (0.1) mm / O (0.1) mrad

– The Survey report and the nominal position of the alignment targets can be
found in [1]

Fix the Detector plates to the Intermediate plates
– The tilt and transverse position can be adjusted
– The other two angles of the Detector plates (slope and yaw) cannot be

changed, i.e. these two angles are determined by the position of the
Intermediate plates

This leads to a number of requirements for the position of the detector modules
with respect to the Detector plate, discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 3: Transverse view of one detector Station.
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Figure 4: Definition of the 3 rotation angles. Indicated are the rotation axes that allow
to change the slope, tilt and yaw angles.
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2 Measurements by Survey (in the LHC tunnel)

Of interest are all three angles and the longitudinal (z) position of the Detector plates.
The transverse positions, x and y , will be adjusted with respect to the vacuum
chamber wall (using a calibrated shim / filler gauge of 0.3 mm).

Optimally, 3 or 4 spheres should be measured on each Detector plate. This will provide
the complete information about the alignment of the Detector plates. If 3 spheres
cannot be measured on a given Detector plate (e.g. visibility obstruction from nearby
elements), we could accept this uncertainty and rely on the proper alignment of the
Intermediate plates. Still, in this “constrained” scenario, it is important to measure and
adjust the proper Tilt of each Detector plate by measuring its 2 “top” spheres (see
Fig. 1). The information in this paragraph is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Alignment parameter estimation in two different scenarios for the Survey
measurements of the Detector plates.

Scenario Slope and Yaw Tilt z coordinate

Optimal Determine from the 3 or 4 measured spheres on each
Detector plate

Constrained
(e.g. not able to
measure 3
spheres)

Rely on the position
of the Intermediate

plates

Measure the 2 top
spheres on each

Detector plate

Rely on the position
of the Intermediate

plates

Further comments on the various measurements:

Tilt The two top spheres on each Detector plate should be used as reference (see
Fig. 1). During the 2MA metrology the detector modules will be fixed with the
correct tilt (i.e. rotation around z axis) with respect to the same two spheres.

To-do: during the 2MA metrology need to measure the relative angle
between the line of the 2 top spheres and the top face of the Detector plate.
This is important, because the initial positioning (Tilt) of the 2MAs will be
guided by an inclinometer attached to the top face of the Detector plates

z coordinate This parameter is important because the nominal distance between the
modules in the top and bottom 2MAs is only 1.9 mm. Small deviations from the
nominal position could lead to space interference.

To-do: compare the z positions of the Intermediate plates – nominal vs
measured by Survey. The relevant data can be found in [1]. Here we should
consider also possible alignment error on the slope of the Intermediate
plates (to be checked from the Survey data). In case of need – adapt the
position of the modules of the relevant 2MA (alternatively, we could adjust
the position of the Intermediate plates, but this can take significant amount
of time in the tunnel).
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Comments and questions about the position measurements by Survey:
We need at least two of the following data sets:

– Measured 3D positions
– Nominal 3D positions
– 3D deviations measured–nominal

We also need to know the measurement accuracy (scale)
Survey coordinate frame

– Which reference is used for the Survey measurements? Is it the frame defined
by the LHC plane? (in principle, is not important for us which specific frame
is used, but we need to know it)

– It is important that the same frame is used for the measurements of all four
2MAs (we must link them relative to each other)

– In the last discussion it was mentioned that the Survey frame will be setup
using fiducials on the BGV gas injection chamber, and Quads downstream
of the BGV.

To-do: to make sure we can use the data provided by Survey (see questions above),
we can make an “exercise” with the already available positions of the Intermediate
plates (see above what checks need to be done for the Intermediate plates).

Positioning procedure and Survey measurements

1. Mount the 2MA on the intermediate plate, a few cm away from the chamber wall

2. Use an inclinometer fixed on the upper face of the Detector plate. This will allow
us to do the position adjustment keeping the tilt reasonably close to its target
value (this is indicative measurement, while the definitive one should be made
with the alignment targets on the Detector plate)

3. Move the 2MA to its final position (translation)

4. Survey make the final measurement of Detector plate, using at least 3 spheres
per plate. Is it possible to see “online” the deviation from nominal position? If yes,
and the deviation is large (1mm / 1mrad?), we could re-adjust?

3 Metrology of 2-module assemblies

3.1 Requirements

Module position and orientation goals:
Scale determined by the size of the detector channels. Aim for something smaller,
e.g. 0.1 mm
Positions: GP = 0.1 mm
Angles: GA = 0.25 mrad = 0.015◦ (0.1 mm over 400 mm)
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From the alignment procedure described above, it follows that the two modules in a
2MA must be positioned according to the following considerations. The single-module
metrology data plays a central role in this procedure.

The modules must be parallel to the Detector plate (more precisely – to the plate
face that will be fixed on an Intermediate plate). In the metrology, the 2MA will be
put on a marble table that will define the horizontal plane. The goal will be to make
the modules parallel to the so-defined horizontal plane. Goal = GA
In the tunnel the Tilt of the 2MA will be set using the two top alignment targets
on the Detector plate. Therefore, in the Metrology the modules must be well
positioned with respect to the axis defined by these two spheres. This will be
achieved in the following way:

– In the metrology, the Detector plate will be positioned such that its two top
spheres form a line parallel to the y axis (see Fig. 5)

– The tilt of the individual modules also will be set according to the marble table
reference frame (±45◦ with respect to the −x axis)

– This will ensure correct relative orientation between modules and spheres on
the Detector plate. Goal = GA

Module positioning by translation in the x , y and z directions
– The modules must be well positioned with respect to the Detector plate
– This will be achieved “indirectly” – the Detector plate will be well centered

with respect to the marble table coordinate frame (see Section 3.2), and each
module will be well positioned with respect to the marble table coordinate
frame. The module position will be set by putting the 3 spheres of each
module at the needed position. These positions are calculated in a model
which uses the single-module metrology data, see Section 5. Goal = GP

– Note that the “fake” beam-pipe segment is not a fundamental positioning
reference, but a cross-check tool (its position and dimensions can be slightly
different from an ideal beam pipe)

– The correct relative position between 2 modules in a 2MA follows from the
conditions above

– The nominal z position of the modules is given in LHCBGVDA0007. The
positioning of the Intermediate plates is discussed in Section 2

Definition of the module pairs

Modules 01 to 05 have 5 layer fibre mats; Modules 06-4L to 10-4L have 4 layer
fibre mat. The two groups should not be mixed
The stud of Module 04 was accidentally detached and then re-glued.
Consequently, the metrology (fiducialisation) is lost. Therefore, Module 04 will be
kept as spare
The module pairing that will be used in practice is given in Table 2

3.2 Procedure

The goal is to set the correct position of the SciFi modules with respect to the Detector
plate. The chosen lab reference frame is shown in Fig. 5. The x y plane is defined by
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Table 2: Actual pairing of modules in 2MAs. Module 04 (re-glued stud) is kept as spare.

ID 2MA Location Bottom module Top module
1 UB (Upstream Bottom) 07-4L 08-4L

2 UT (Upstream Top) ?? ??

3 DB (Downstream Bottom) 02 03

4 DT (Downstream Top) ?? ??

the metrology marble table. The z axis points vertically up. The origin point can be
chosen freely.

Figure 5: Design drawing of a 2MA, with indicated coordinate frame, planes and
alignment targets relevant for the 2MA assembly and metrology.

The positioning of the Detector plate and the setup of the coordinate
frame is described in https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/BGV/DetInstallAlign/Detector_

alignment_in_metrology_FINAL_VERSION.docx. The nominal coordinates of the two top
spheres of the Detector plate (denoted A and B in Fig. 5) are:

XA = −489.4 mm, YA = −365 mm
XB = −489.4 mm, YB = +365 mm
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Positioning of the detector modules

For each module a dedicated text file gives the target positions of the 3 spheres
of the module (denoted C , D, E, F , G and H in Fig. 5).
These files can be found here: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/BGV/

DetInstallAlign#Assembly_and_metrology_of_2MAs

In these files, the module spheres are denoted S1, S2 and S3. The
correspondence is the following: C = S1, D = S2, E = S3, F = S3, G = S2,
H = S1
The target positions of the spheres are given in more convenient form in Figs. 6, 7

Measurements

After the modules are positioned, perform and log these measurements:

1. Relative angle between

The line defined by spheres A and B on the Detector plate, and
The plate attached to the top of the Detector plate (Fig. 5)

The angle to be measured is the 1D angle between the y axes of the “added”
and Detector plates. The “added” plate is needed in order to measure the tilt of
the 2MA and to guide its positioning during the alignment in the tunnel.

2. Measure the coordinates of two additional points – vertexes at the extremities of
the face where the stud is attached

This is a safety precaution in case a stud is broken. These new points
would allow us to position again the modules in a 2MA (in case they are
dismounted)

Comments

The same metrology procedure will be used for all 2MAs, although there is a small
difference in the 2MAs vertical position in the tunnel (in the near station the beam pipe
diameter is 53.8 mm, while in the far station it is 60.0 mm). A beam pipe segment with
OD = 60 mm will be used in all cases. In the tunnel, the correct vertical position of each
2MA will be set as described in Section 2. The adjustment range of the vertical position
of the 2MAs onto the Intermediate plates is large (20 mm) compared to the difference
mentioned above (3.1 mm).

4 Data for the CondDB

The following values need to be stored in the BGV Gaudi CondDB:

1. Angles of each Detector plate with respect to the LHC plane: slope, tilt, and yaw,
with respect to the nominal orientation (i.e. the LHC frame). It is assumed that the
modules are parallel to the Detector plate, i.e. these angles will be assigned to
each module. Get these from:

slope and yaw: already measured for the Intermediate plates. Get these
values from Survey. Need to be convolved with the module planarity
measured by Metrology
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Module 07

BGV 2MA -- Upstream Bottom

Module 08

C / S1   
- 178.889
- 362.079

95.319 

D / S2   
- 472.682
- 375.047

94.390 

E / S3   
- 459.629

- 81.219
95.490

X

Y

H / S1   
- 178.730

362.088
146.084

G / S2   
- 472.573

375.109
147.224

F / S3   
- 459.554

81.296
146.288

Figure 6: Spheres position for the Upstream-Bottom 2MA. For each sphere are given
the target x , y and z coordinates (top to bottom order).

Tilt: will be measured by Survey for each 2MA. Needs to be convolved with
the individual module tilt measured by Metrology

2. Offset of each module wrt the Theoretical Beam Axis (TBA)

Option 1: We don’t measure anything, but use the fact that the modules are
placed at 0.3 mm from the chamber wall. We use also our knowledge of
the position and orientation of the Window chamber with respect to the TBA
(Rz = 1.18 mrad, Rx =−0.32 mrad)
Option 2: We get from Survey the position of the Intermediate plates (already
measured). We need to measure the relative position of the Intermediate and
Detector plates (spheres), and the position of the modules with respect to the
Detector plate
Option 3: We ask Survey to measure the position of the Detector plates.
Then, we need to add the knowledge of the modules with respect to the
Detector plate
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Module 02

BGV 2MA -- Downstream Bottom

Module 03
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G / S2   
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F / S3   
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  81.569
 146.194

Figure 7: Spheres position for the Downstream-Bottom 2MA. For each sphere are given
the target x , y and z coordinates (top to bottom order).

5 FreeCAD Model and Positioning of the 2-Module
Assemblies

The FreeCAD [2] application was used to create a model of the BGV two-module
assemblies. The single-module metrology data [3] is used to construct the detector
module geometries, to position them in two-module assemblies, and to obtain
information about the absolute position of the alignment targets (“spheres”). This
model is used also to obtain information about relative distances between objects (e.g.
distance between the nearby faces of two modules or distance of the module edges to
the beam pipe).

First we consider the geometrical properties of the single-module objects constructed
from metrology data. Then we describe the positioning of the modules in 2-module
assemblies.

It should be noted that the lab frame used during the single-module metrology
measurements (fibres along z axis) is different from the lab frame that will be used for
the metrology of the two module assemblies (module face parallel to the x y plane,
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see Fig. 5). The first frame is used in the Section considering geometrical properties of
single modules, while the second is used in the Section considering module alignment.

5.1 Geometrical properties of single modules

The model geometry is created from the single-module metrology data [3]:
Module Face X (no stereo angle): constructed from points P1 – P6 in Fig. 8
Module Face U (with stereo angle): constructed from points P13 – P18 in Fig. 8
Spheres: Points S1 – S3 in Fig. 8

The module edges are defined from the segments between the measured points.
The point and edge numbering shown in Fig. 8 will be used throughout the text. The
metrology points P7 – P12, measured on the bottom of each module, are considered
not essential and are not used in the present model.

Figure 8: Front and back view of one BGV module. The various elements used to
describe the module geometry are shown here together with the labels defined during
the single-module metrology [3]. The edge labels are added for convenience.

The modules shape is not ideal and the metrology measurements are not perfect. This
requires certain decisions to be made about the conversion of the measured points to
a model composed of standard geometrical shapes.
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Module faces

The raw measured points of each face (P1–P6 and P13–P18) do not lie strictly on a
plane. To define the module face, a plane is fitted to the raw points. The raw points are
projected to the plane and the new points are used to define the edges of the fitted
Face. The raw points are not used further in the procedure.

The residuals of the raw points to the fitted plane are shown in Fig. 9. The magnitude
of the residuals is about 0.1 mm, which is small enough to consider the projected
points to be a good approximation to the measured points. The shape imperfection of
each module face can be studied further with a plot like in Fig. 10, which shows the
residuals in one module.
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Figure 9: Residuals of raw measured points to fitted planes.
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Figure 10: Residuals of raw points as function of the raw point position in the xz plane.
Data for Module ID 01.

After the module face geometry is defined, the following observations are made:
Note: the marble table reference frame is used, see Fig. 5
Angle between the X and U faces in each module, see Fig. 11. The observed
angle is 1 mrad on average, which is larger than the aimed alignment precision.
Therefore, a choice of the module reference plane must be made before the
modules are aligned to the x y plane
Angle of the faces with respect to the x , y and z axes (position as during the
single-module metrology), see Figs. 12, 13, 14. For each module, the angle
difference indicates relative angle between the two faces, the offset of the sum
indicates that the module as whole has an angle with respect to that axis
Module thickness measured in 3 different points, see Fig. 15. This information is
used later to interpret the observation of the variable distance between the two
nearest faces in a 2MA
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Figure 11: Module geometry: angle between the two faces in a module.
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Figure 12: Module geometry: angle with respect to x axis.
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Figure 13: Module geometry: angle with respect to y axis.
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Figure 14: Module geometry: angle with respect to z axis.
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Figure 15: Module geometry: module thickness measured in 3 different points. The
module orientation shown on the left of Fig. 8 is considered: TopLeft corresponds to
P5, TopRight – to P6, and BotLeft – to P4. Two horizontal lines indicate the nominal
module thickness with 4 and 5-layer fibre mattresses.
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Module edges

In this FreeCAD model the module edges are defined as straight lines connecting the
measured points projected onto the fitted face plane. The edge numbering is the same
for the X and U faces, see Fig. 8. Again, the data is not perfect, and the edges do not
have perfect directions: the horizontal edges are not strictly parallel to each other, and
are not strictly perpendicular to the vertical edges, see top plot of Fig. 16.

A choice must be made in order to define the reference direction of the module when
it is lying parallel to the x y plane. The procedure used here is the following:

Get the list of 12 edges in the module
Exclude the 3 “stereo” edges (E2, E4 and E6 in the U Face)
For each edge get the signed angle with respect to the x or y axis (depending if
it is horizontal or vertical edge), referred to angle φ
Calculate the average angle φ0

The angle φ0 corresponds to the initial φ coordinate of the module. It is a small angle,
of the order of 1 mrad, see Fig. 17. When the module is created, it is aligned in the
x y plane and then rotated by −φ0 in order to “center” it inside the x y plane. As an
example, the resulting φ angles of the edges of Module ID 01 are shown in the bottom
plot of Fig. 16. Remember that the procedure gives more weight to the edges of the X
face (blue markers).

Then, the φ reference of the module is created: two lines, horizontal and vertical,
with respect to the module that cross the center of Face X. As the module is now
“centered” in the x y plane, the initial lines of the module φ reference are aligned with
the lab-frame x and y axes.
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Figure 16: φ angles of the Module 01 edges after alignment to the x y plane. Top:
initial position, Bottom: after centering by rotating in the x y plane.
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Figure 17: Initial φ angle of the modules after alignment to the x y plane.
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5.2 Positioning of the modules in 2-module assemblies

The lab reference frame used in this Section is the marble table frame, see Fig. 5.

As mentioned in the previous Section, choices need to be made for the definition of the
module own reference frame. The choices made here, and used in the alignment steps
described later, are:

Reference x y plane: plane of Face X
Reference φ coordinate: φ0 determined as an average of the angles of the
9 non-stereo edges

After choosing the module reference frame, the module is positioned in its “initial”
position, see Fig. 18:

Parallel to the x y plane
Vertical axis pointing along −x axis

Figure 18: Initial position of each module after it is loaded from the metrology data,
and aligned to the metrology lab frame: module parallel to the x y plane, with vertical
axis pointing along −x . The lines crossing at the center of Face X indicate the module
φ-angle reference.
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Alignment sequence:

1. Initialize reference frame: marble table and beam pipe

2. Initialize two modules, choose which will be bottom, which top

3. Rotate each module along the z axis by the corresponding angle (the top module
must point to the right, i.e. +y)

4. Flip the bottom module along its vertical axis

5. Translate the modules in the x y plane such that they approach the beam pipe
with the specified clearance (nominally, 0.3 mm). The edges E1 and E2 of the
two faces of the module are used as reference. Due to the fact that the module
geometry is not perfect, one edge can be closer to the beam pipe than another
edge. The translation is made using the edge that is closest to the beam pipe

6. Finally, the z position of the modules is specified. Here we choose to use the
module X Face as a reference for the z positioning procedure. The nominal
position of the X Faces in a 2MA are given in drawing LHCBGVDA0028: z =
71.776 mm for the bottom module, z = 170.0 mm for the top module1

The 3D model of one 2-module assembly, constructed and positioned in the way
described above is shown in Figs. 19, 20, and 21.

1The initial intention was to indicate all alignment parameters in drawing LHCBGVDA0007. There we
have the position of the module spheres. However, the usage of these values is not straightforward
because the 3 spheres lie in a plane different from the plane of the module faces (imperfect module
geometry). The nominal positions of all module faces are given in drawings LHCBGVDA0006 and
LHCBGVDA0028. It should be noted that the distances given there refer to different sides of the
Intermediate plate. Both the Intermediate plates and the Detector plates have thickness 20 mm (see e.g.
LHCBGVDA0012). A careful look shows that it is correct to interpret the distances given in LHCBGVDA0028
as the module face z coordinates needed for the current alignment procedure.
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Figure 19: 2-module assembly 3D view.

Figure 20: 2-module assembly front view.
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Figure 21: 2-module assembly front view zoom.
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5.3 Results

The only information needed to perform the 2MA lab alignment is the position of the
module spheres. This information is printed at the end of the 2MA alignment job, along
with other relevant information, like the distance between the top and bottom modules
(see below).

The modules are paired as specified in Table 2. The output of the four 2MA alignment
jobs can be found in [1]. As an example, the output of one alignment job is given in
Section 5.5.

Comments on the alignment job output

APPROACH TO BEAM PIPE: in this section is given the distance of approach of
individual module edges to the beam pipe. “Edge 0” and “Edge 1” correspond to
“E1” and “E2” in Fig. 8. The alignment procedure puts the closest edge to the
specified clearance value (nominally 0.3 mm). Due to the imperfect shape of the
module, some of the edges can have larger clearance
DISTANCE BETWEEN U FACES OF TOP AND BOTTOM MODULES

– The distances between the two modules is printed for a few points on the
Face surface. E.g. Dist b/w U planes at M0 Vtx 0 is the distance from
P1 of one module to the U plane of the other module (Vtx0 == P1 or P13, Vtx1
== P2 or P14, etc.). The observed values are close the nominally expected
distance of 2 mm. This fact provides a confirmation that the general shape
and module positioning is good (reminder: the z position of each module
was set by putting S1 of each module to its nominal z position, given in
LHCBGVDA0007)

– In this section is given also the (x , y) coordinate of the DOCA line (see
Minimal distance (X,Y) pos). In all 2MAs, the DOCA is at the module top
part (close to points P5 and P17) and not at the module part that is close to
the beam pipe. This observation can be explained by the fact that the modules
are aligned to the x y plane by using their X faces, and the observation that
the module thickness is largest near the point P5/P17 (see Fig. 15)

– An additional cross-check is made by printing the z coordinates of the
vertexes of the Bottom U Face (P13 – P18) . These z values are compared to
the nominally expected value, given in LHCBGVDA0007 (99.888 + 20.0 mm).
The observed deviation is of the order of 0.1 – 0.2 mm, which is another
confirmation of the correct shape and positioning of the modules

5.4 TO DO LIST

More to be done 1:
This Section explains how to position the modules. We need to make sure also that
the Detector plate is positioned properly, to make sure the tunnel installation will be
fine. For this purpose we need to make sure that the targets of the Detector plate are
at nominal position wrt the beam pipe, i.e. wrt the marble table frame. (365 mm???,
see Fig. 2ma ...)
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More to be done 2:
The Detector plate, i.e. its spheres, need to have the good phi angle wrt the marble
table frame, which guarantees good relative phi between Det. plate spheres and
modules!

Things to keep in mind:
– Try different module pairs⇒ minimal distance can get better?
– We might need some additional clearance to take into account mirror + glue + tedlar

5.5 Alignment job output

5.5.1 TMA1

######################################################################
######################################################################
##### BGV 2-Module Assembly
######################################################################
######################################################################

MODULE1 : M_01_Bot
MODULE2 : M_02_Top

BEAM PIPE SEGMENT DIAMETER : 60.00
NOMINAL MODULE GAP TO BEAM PIPE : 0.30

========================================
*** FACE ANGLE WRT THE XY PLANE
========================================

==> Bottom Module
Normal of FaceX : (-0.000000, -0.000000, 1.000000)
Normal of FaceU : (0.001156, -0.000977, 0.999999)
Plane angle wrt XY plane FaceX [mrad]: 0.000
Plane angle wrt XY plane FaceU [mrad]: 1.514

==> Top Module
Normal of FaceX : (-0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000)
Normal of FaceU : (-0.001532, -0.000120, 0.999999)
Plane angle wrt XY plane FaceX [mrad]: 0.000
Plane angle wrt XY plane FaceU [mrad]: 1.536

========================================
*** PHI ANGLES OF MODULES
========================================

==> Bottom Module
Phi [rad] / PhiMod45deg [mrad]: 2.356194 / 0.000000

==> Top Module
Phi [rad] / PhiMod45deg [mrad]: 2.356194 / 0.000000

========================================
*** APPROACH TO BEAM PIPE
*** DOCA OF MODULE EDGES
========================================

==> Bottom Module
BP DOCA FaceX Edge 0: 0.300
BP DOCA FaceX Edge 1: 0.300
BP DOCA FaceU Edge 0: 0.438
BP DOCA FaceU Edge 1: 2.275

==> Top Module
BP DOCA FaceX Edge 0: 0.387
BP DOCA FaceX Edge 1: 0.300
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BP DOCA FaceU Edge 0: 0.296
BP DOCA FaceU Edge 1: 2.518

========================================
*** DISTANCE BETWEEN U FACES OF TOP AND BOTTOM MODULES
========================================

==> Minimal distance of Faces to the XY plane (Table)
Module Bottom Face X: 71.776
Module Bottom Face U: 119.572
Module Top Face U: 121.600
Module Top Face X: 170.000

==> FaceU in Bottom vs FaceU in Top Module
Angle between normals [mrad]: 2.821
Minimal distance: 1.676
Minimal distance (X,Y) pos: (-287.108, 0.031)
Dist b/w U planes at M0 Vtx 0 : 2.569
Dist b/w U planes at M1 Vtx 0 : 2.455
Dist b/w U planes at M0 Vtx 1 : 2.324
Dist b/w U planes at M1 Vtx 1 : 2.328
Dist b/w U planes at M0 Vtx 2 : 2.459
Dist b/w U planes at M1 Vtx 2 : 2.577

==> FaceU of Bottom module: z coordinates of its points:
P13: 119.572 / (Diff to nom = -0.316)
P14: 119.719 / (Diff to nom = -0.169)
P15: 119.702 / (Diff to nom = -0.186)
P16: 119.948 / (Diff to nom = 0.060)
P17: 120.009 / (Diff to nom = 0.121)
P18: 119.615 / (Diff to nom = -0.273)

========================================
*** SPHERE POSITIONS
========================================

==> Bottom Module
SPHERE 1: (-178.739, -362.244, 95.648)
SPHERE 2: (-472.546, -375.205, 94.324)
SPHERE 3: (-459.563, -81.416, 95.169)

==> Top Module
SPHERE 1: (-178.764, 362.197, 146.493)
SPHERE 2: (-472.540, 375.224, 147.660)
SPHERE 3: (-459.576, 81.392, 146.279)
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